Choose the Word

Directions: Read the sentence and choose the word that makes sense and is spelled correctly. Write the correct word in the space provided. Remember to use what you know about Greek and Latin elements to help you figure out the meaning of words.

1. Penny decided on the _________________ SAPP, Students Against Peer Pressure, as the name of her new club.
   - anachronism
   - achronim
   - acronym
   - antonym

2. Part of their assignment was to create a _________________ of their lives from birth to the present.
   - chronometer
   - chronology
   - doctrine
   - matrix

3. The cat seems to have no _________________ instincts as it has left its kittens alone for half the day.
   - maternal
   - matron
   - matrenal
   - matrimony

4. I learned a lot about cheetahs in the _________________ I watched last night.
   - document
   - documentary
   - doctrine
   - chronology

5. George Washington is the _________________ of the United States.
   - matriarch
   - patriot
   - patriarch
   - patron

6. Before we went on the hike, our leader _________________ us with the rules for surviving in the back country.
   - doctrined
   - documented
   - indoctrinated
   - doctored
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